Kraemer in American Journal of Archaeology 35 (1931), fig. 4 on 137, cf. 138
TT 93, Kenamun.
i².191(16)
Upper part of painting of lutist.

Allbright in American Journal of Archaeology 36 (1932), 558-9 fig. 1
Tell Beit Mirsim. Town.
vii.371
Cylinder, Hyksos.

Allbright in American Journal of Archaeology 36 (1932), 559-61 figs. 2, 7
Tell Beit Mirsim. Misc.
vii.371
Scarabs.

Dunham in American Journal of Archaeology 39 (1935), 300-9 figs. 1-3, cf. figs. 4-7
Saqqâra. Tomb No. 57 [D.23], Kaemnefert.
iii².467(7)
Deceased fowling and eight registers from chapel, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 07.1005 (lintel), 04.1761 (reliefs).

Williams in American Journal of Archaeology 40 (1936), 551 and figs. 1, 2
i².669
Views.

Williams in American Journal of Archaeology 40 (1936), 551 and fig. 3
Armant. Pylon of Tuthmosis III.
v.157A
Block with rhinoceros.

Williams in American Journal of Archaeology 40 (1936), 551 and figs. 4-6
v.167A
Deposit of Asiatic tribute.

Williams in American Journal of Archaeology 40 (1936), fig. 7 on 555
Saqqâra. N. of Teti Pyramid. Tomb of Mereruka
iii².527(15)
Part of marsh-scene.

Wilson in American Journal of Archaeology 42 (1938), 334 cf. 335 fig. [2]
Megiddo. Palace.
vii.380
Inscribed ivory pen-case, dedicated by Djehutmosi, temp. Ramesses III.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 45 (1941), 522 fig. 1
Gîza. G 7510, Ankh-haf.
i³².196
Bust of Ankh-haf, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 27.442.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 45 (1941), 522, 523 fig. 2
i³².30
Alabaster head of Menkaure, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40704.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 45 (1941), 523 fig. 3
Gîza. Mortuary Temple of Menkaure.
i³².33
Alabaster statue of Menkaure, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 09.204.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 45 (1941), 526 cf. 525 figs. 4, 5
Gîza. Cemetery G 4000.
i³².128

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 45 (1941), 527 fig. 6
Gîza. G 2110, Nûfer.
i³².74
Reserve head of Nûfer, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts 06.1886.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 45 (1941), 527 cf. 528 fig. 7
Gîza. G 2110, Nûfer.
i³².73
Upper pt. of figure of Nûfer from “jamb” (i.e. right thickness), in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 07.1002.
see Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 45 (1941), 528
Giza
Omit
Fragment of relief from tomb of Hemyunu, Dyn. IV, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 27.296.

see in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 509
Giza G 4710, Setju.
iir.136(2)
Panel of false door, in Brooklyn Museum, 37.34E, and lower part in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum.

see Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 509-10
Giza G 2110, Nufer
iii.73
Blocks in various museums.

see Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510 with note 5
Saqqâra. Tomb of Niankhnesut
iir.694

see Smith, W.S. in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 514 [middle]
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery.
iir.501
Block, with names and titles of the deceased, in Louvre, E.14223.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510-15
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery. False door.
iir.501
Account of reconstruction of blocks in museums.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510-15 with fig. 1
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery. False door.
iir.501
Reconstruction (probable).

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510-15 with fig. 2
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery. False door.
iir.501
(B) Slab at top, in Louvre, B 49a.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510-15 with fig. 3 [left]
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery. False door.
2.501
(4) Left jamb inner niche, deceased, in Chicago IL, Field Museum of Natural History, A.31309.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510-15 with fig. 3 [mid. left]
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery. False door.

iii.2.501
(5) Left thickness inner niche, wife and son, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1388.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510-15 with fig. 3 [lower right (6) and near right(7)]
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery. False door.

iii.2.501
Right thickness and jamb inner niche, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, X.179.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 510-15 with fig. 4 [(1) left, (2) right]
Saqqâra. Tomb of Mery. False door.

iii.2.501
Left jamb and left thickness outer niche, deceased, with cask and scribe, in Louvre, B 49b, B 49c.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 515-516 fig. 5 [top]
Saqqâra. Tomb No. 76, Tepemankh [I]

iii.2.484(5)
Defaulters from top register, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1541.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 515-516 fig. 5 [mid-left]
Saqqâra. Tomb No. 76, Tepemankh [II]

iii.2.484(5)
Man bartering fish, from 2nd register, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, E.7297.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 515-516 fig. 5 [mid-right]
Saqqâra. Tomb No. 76, Tepemankh [II]

iii.2.484(5) (formerly iii.202)
Bartering and boys with baboons, from 2nd register, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1556.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 515-516 fig. 5 [bottom]
Saqqâra. Tomb No. 76, Tepemankh [II]

iii.2.484(5)
Bartering and offering-bringers, from bottom register, in London, Petrie Museum, 14310.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 516 fig. 6
Saqqâra. Tomb No. 76, Tepemankh [II]

iii.2.484(5)
Carpenters, probably from here, in London, Petrie Museum, 14309.

see Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 516
Saqqâra. Tomb No. 76, Tepemankh II
iii².484
2 men holding rope, in Leiden, Rijkmuseum van Oudheden, F.1939/2.8.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 518, 20 fig. 7
Saqqâra. Tomb of Akhtia
iii².500
Block with titles, probably from false door, in Leipzig, Ägyptisches Museum, Inv. 2897.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 518-20 fig. 9
Saqqâra. Tomb of Akhtia
iii².500
Reconstruction of false door with possible positions of blocks, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 1141-2, 15302-3 and Leipzig, Ägyptisches Museum, Inv. 2897.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 520-30 with fig. 10
Gîza. G 4000, Hemyunu.
iii².122-3
General account and doorway.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525-7 figs. 12-14, 16 [mid. and bottom]
Gîza. G 4000, Hemyunu.
iii².122-3
Fragments, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 27.1123, 296 and unnumbered.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525-7 fig. 16 [top]
Gîza. G 4000, Hemyunu.
iii².122-3
Fragments of a lintel, in Hildesheim, Roemer-und Pelizaeus Museum, 4523.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525, 527, 530
Gîza. G 4000, Hemyunu.
iii².122-3
Relief-fragments

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525-6 fig. 11 [upper left]
Gîza. G 7110+7120, Kawab.
iii².187
Fragment, overseer in boat, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 34.59.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525-6 fig. 11 [upper middle right]
Gîza. G 7110+7120, Kawab.
iii².187
Fragment from bringing cattle, etc., still in tomb.
Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525-6 fig. 11 [lower middle right]
Giza. G 7110+7120, Kawab.
iii.187
Fragment, man making mats, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525-6 fig. 11 [top right]
Giza. G 7110+7120, Kawab.
iii.187
Fragment, making mats

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology XLVI (1942), 525-6 fig. 11 [lower left]
Giza. G 7410+7420, Meresankh II.
iii.194
Fragments and reliefs, deceased in punt, and fragment from marsh-scene, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 33.720.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 525-6 fig. 11 [bottom right]
Giza. G 7430+7440, Minkhaef.
iii.195
Fragment, relief, man holding leash, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, unnumbered.

Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 528, cf. 530-1 fig. 15
iii.137

see Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 46 (1942), 331
Giza. G 4811+4812, Ankhirptah. Dyn. V.
iii.227A
Fragment with titles from chapel of Ankhirptah (here said to come probably from the tomb of Akhi), in Turin, Museo Egizio, Sup. 1870.

Dunham in American Journal of Archaeology 50 (1946) pl. xxxii, cf. 383
Meroë. North Pyramid Field.
vii.251
View of Pyramid N.19 (Tarekenidal).

Dunham in American Journal of Archaeology 50 (1946), pl. xxxiii, cf. 383
vii.245
Part of scene fr. S. wall of Chapel of N.6 (Queen Amanishakhetê).

Perkins in American Journal of Archaeology 53 (1949), pl. viii[B], cf. 40-1

[iii².406]

View of entrance (restored).

see Perkins in American Journal of Archaeology 53 (1949), 41 and pl. viii

Saqqâra. West of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Isheti.

[iii².610]

Wooden statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 88575.

Perkins in American Journal of Archaeology 53 (1949), pl. ix[A], cf. 41

Mit Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure. Chapel of Sethos I.

[iii².843]

Seated statues of Ptah with Isis and Nephthys

Perkins in American Journal of Archaeology 53 (1949), pl. ix[B], cf. 42

Ezbet el-Walda. Tomb 810. Khuitef. Dyn. II.

[iv.75A]

Slab stela of deceased.

Thompson in American Journal of Archaeology 54 (1950), 383, cf. 384 fig. 17

Abû Rawâsh. C. North-West Cemetery.

[iii².9]

Head of Arsinoë II, Ptolemaic, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 38.10.

Perkins in American Journal of Archaeology 55 (1951), 81 fig. 2

Karnak. Temple of Montu. Colonnade of Taharqa

[ii².5]

Horus purifying and King offering bread.

Perkins in American Journal of Archaeology 55 (1951), 82 fig. 1

Karnak. Temple of Montu. Chapel of Osiris Pededankh. Room A.

[ii².6]

Part of heb-sed scenes.

Smith, W. S. in American Journal of Archaeology 55 (1951), 321-32 with figs 1-4 pls. 18-20

El-Bersha 2, Djehuthotep II.

[iv.180(20)-(24)A]

Reconstruction of wall and various details (including new fragments, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. 19.4.22.12.)

Smith, W. S. in American Journal of Archaeology 55 (1951), pl. 21[A], cf. 328-9

El-Bersha. Misc.

[iv.187A]

Fragment with name from coffin of Sitmekut, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 21.810.11 and 969.
Smith, W. S. in *American Journal of Archaeology* 55 (1951), 331 fig. 6 [up. right]
iid.389
Detail from left scene girl before princess, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47397.

Smith, W. S. in *American Journal of Archaeology* 55 (1951), 331 fig. 6 [lower right]
Omit.
Upper part of princess from hairdressing scene, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47397.

Smith in *American Journal of Archaeology* 56 (1952), pl. 2 [B], cf. 40
iiid.48-9
View of enclosure-wall of Ipi (LG 19), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Smith in *American Journal of Archaeology* 56 (1952), pl. 3 [A], cf. 40
iiid.48-9
Statue of scribe, Dyn. V, deceased in front of false door of Irukakhufu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Smith, W. S. in *American Journal of Archaeology* 56 (1952), pl. 3 [B], cf. 43
Karnak. Temple of Montu. Entrance to Court.
iid.788
Kneeling statue Amenemhet III (E.133).

Smith, W. S. in *American Journal of Archaeology* 56 (1952), pl. 3 [C], cf. 43
Karnak. Temple of Montu. Entrance to Court.
iid.788
Seated (headless) statue of Amenophis II (T.33).

Smith in *American Journal of Archaeology* 56 (1952), 43 pl. 4 [A]
Luxor. Avenue of Sphinxes
iid.302
Sphinxes of Nektanebos I.

see Smith in *American Journal of Archaeology* 56 (1952), 43
Luxor. Temple. Avenue of Sphinxes
iid.302
Blocks from foundations of colonnade of Sebacon re-used in pavement of Sanctuary XIX.

see Smith in *American Journal of Archaeology* 56 (1952), 43
Luxor. Area around Temple. N. of Temple.
Omit.
Chapel of Isis (Small Serapeum) and stelae of Tiberius.
see Smith in American Journal of Archaeology 56 (1952), 44
Ras Shamra. Town in east part of site.
vii. 394A
Remains of statue, temp. Amenemhet III.

see Riefstahl in American Journal of Archaeology 56 (1952), 155 (as not Early Dynastic)
801-227-150
Statuette of scribe writing, black granite, perhaps Dyn. IV, in Chicago, Oriental Institute, 13648.

Hoffmann in American Journal of Archaeology 57 (1953), pl. 55[2], cf. 190
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii. 407
View of altar from Great South Court (from Firth).

Hoffmann in American Journal of Archaeology 57 (1953), 190 pl. 55 [3]
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii. 414
View of altar (Marburg photo), from area between Mortuary Temple and North Enclosure Wall.

Hanfmann in American Journal of Archaeology 58 (1954), cf. 223 pl. 37 [1, 2]
8
Relief, head on one side, lost on other, Ptolemaic, in Cambridge MA, Fogg Art Museum, 1951.40.

see Bothmer in American Journal of Archaeology 58 (1954), 247
i. 787
Torso of Takhybiat, Early Ptolemaic, in Florence, Museo Archeologico, 6315.

Vermeule in American Journal of Archaeology 59 (1955), 132 pl. 41.fig. 6
ii. 268
2 seated statues, in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, Chatsworth House.

801-426-035
Statuette of Hepu Hpw, dedicated by brother Tjenena Inn, Goldworker, bronze, probably Dyn. XIII., in Athens, National Archaeological Museum, 3365.

see American Journal of Archaeology 52 (1948), 459
Omit.
Objects in Los Angeles County Mus.

Kantor in American Journal of Archaeology 61(1957) (from Bisson de la Roque)
Madâmûd. Miscellaneous.
Blocks of Shepenwept III, with comic reliefs, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 58925.

see Aldred, C. in American Journal of Archaeology 61 (1957), 291 (authenticity doubted)
800-942-170
Head of royal statue wearing blue crown, marble, late Ptolemaic or not ancient, in Brooklyn NY, Brooklyn Museum of Art, 54.68.

Fischer in American Journal of Archaeology 62 (1958), 331 with fig.
Tell Basta. Temple of Pepy I.
iv.32A
Lion-head of Bubastis from Gateway.

Fischer in American Journal of Archaeology 62 (1958), 332 with fig.
Tell Basta. Temple of Pepy I.
iv.32A
King and goddess “stretching the cord” from pillar in Sanctuary.

Simpson in American Journal of Archaeology 63 (1959), 29-45
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Hoards
iv.35A
General account.

Simpson in American Journal of Archaeology 63 (1959), 29-45 pl. 11 [4, left]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Hoards
iv.35A
Fragment of jug of Temtoneb, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.212.

Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Hoards
iv.35A
Fragment of same jug of Temtoneb, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.221.

Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Hoards
iv.35A
Fragment with cartouches of Tausert, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.212.

Simpson in American Journal of Archaeology 63 (1959), 29-45 pl. 12 [5-8]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Hoards
iv.35A
Silver vase with cartouches of Tausert, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.187.

Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Hoards
iv.35A
Silver bowl with marsh scenes, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.20, 223.

see Simpson in American Journal of Archaeology 63 (1959), 45 note 95

Bubastis. Hoards
iv.34-5A
Royal name of Tausert on vase, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 19736.

American Journal of Archaeology 65 (1961), pl. 98 [5], cf. 300

Perati. Cemetery.
vii.401A
Faience cartouche of Ramesses II.

Fischer in American Journal of Archaeology 66 (1962), 65-9 with ill. 1 and pl. 17 [1, 2]
Abydos. Misc. Statues
v.102A
Seated statue of Idi, Dyn. VI, in Missouri Univ. Mus., 60.46.

Fischer in American Journal of Archaeology 66 (1962), 67-8 with ill. 2 and pl. 18 [3]
Abydos. Misc. Statues
v.102A
Seated statue of Idi, Dyn. VI, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 37.2.2.

Abydos. Misc. Stelae
v.93A
False door of Idi, Vizier, Dyn. VI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 1457.

see Fischer in American Journal of Archaeology 66 (1962), 68 note 26
8
Small obelisk of Idi, lector-priest, etc., Dyn. VI, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 7705.

see Mellink in American Journal of Archaeology 66 (1962), 74
Turkey. Bogasköy.
vii.399A
Fragment of vase of Khyan, Hyksos Period, in Ankara, Museum of Archaeology, 19513.

see Aldred, C. in American Journal of Archaeology 66 (1962), 209
800-942-550
Head of royal statue wearing blue crown, remains of inscribed back pillar, basalt, late Ptolemaic, in Paris Musée National du Louvre, E.8061.

Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pl. 53 [1], cf. 270
Kôm Medinet Ghurab. Misc.
iv.115A
Glass head for inlay, probably Ptolemy I, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 52.59 (Mayer, H. L. colln.).
Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology LXVII (1963), pl. 53 [2], cf. 269

Abydos. Misc.
v.100A
Red jasper head for inlay, perhaps Sethos I, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 40.72 (Mayer, H. L. colln.).
Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pl. 53 [3], cf. 269

Medinet Habu. Palace of Ramesses III.
i.523
Faience fragments from group, princess before Ramesses III (from architrave), in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 03.1575, 1567 and another.
Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pl. 53 [4], cf. 269-70

Kôm Abû Billo. (Terenuthis).
iv.68A
Block Ptolemy I before Hathor, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 89.559.
Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pl. 54 [6-8], cf. 270-1

Omit.
Faience plaque, small Apis bull, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 54.59.
Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pls. 54 [9], 59 [11, 11], cf. 270-1

Omit.
Gold vulture’s head.
Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pl. 55 [12], cf. 271 (from Komorzynski)
8
Trial-piece with hawk, New Kingdom or Ptolemaic, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Inv. 1017.
Terrace in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pl. 57 [13], cf. 271
8
Sculptor’s model relief, Queen or goddess, Dyn. XXVI, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.2.
Terrace, E. L. B. in American Journal of Archaeology 67 (1963), pl. 57 [15], cf. 272 (from Bothmer)
804-074-100

Levin in American Journal of Archaeology 68 (1964), pl. 5 [2, 3], cf. 16, 17, 19, 21
Karnak. Cachette.
Diorite statue of Khonsira, Dyn. XXV, in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 07.494.

Levin in *American Journal of Archaeology* 68 (1964), pl. 6 [5], cf. 16, 18, 20
Karnak. Misc. Statues
ii.292

801-743-100
Statue of Basa Bs, Companion of His Majesty, etc., seated on the ground with one knee raised, left forearm lost, with text mentioning Harendotes foremost of Athribis, and Isis in Athribis, and cartouches of Psammetikhos I, temp. Psammetikhos I, formerly in W. MacGregor colln. and at Sotheby’s in 1922, now in Lisbon, Museu Calouste Gulbenkian, Inv. 158.

Levin, K. in *American Journal of Archaeology* 68 (1964), 19 pl. 7 [7]
800-868-100

Levin in *American Journal of Archaeology* 68 (1964), 20, 22, 25 pl. 7 [8]
800-824-600

Levin in *American Journal of Archaeology* 68 (1964), pl. 7 [9], cf. 16, 20, 22
Tell Baqliya. Misc.
iv.40A
Kneeling statue Nekht-harhabi (temp. Psammetikhos II), in Louvre A 94.

Levin in *American Journal of Archaeology* 68 (1964), pl. 7 [10], cf. 20
Kôm Firîn.
iv.51A
Kneeling statue of Psamteksoneb (temp. Amasis), in British Museum 16041.

Levin in *American Journal of Archaeology* 68 (1964), pl. 8 [11], cf. 22, 25, 26
Timai el-Amîdî. Misc.
iv.36A
Standing statue of Harsiesi, temp. Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Ent. 56836.

Levin in *American Journal of Archaeology* 68 (1964), pl. 9 [16], cf. 22, 26
Ihnâya el-Medina. Misc.
iv.121A
Kneeling (headless) statue of Smataui-tenakht, temp. Psammetikhos I, in Louvre E 25388.

Levin, K. in American Journal of Archaeology 68 (1964), 23 pl. 10 [24]
800-870-400
Head of royal statue wearing blue crown, remains of name on back pillar, probably Apries, basalt, in Bologna, Museo Civico Archeologico, 1801.

see Astour in American Journal of Archaeology 70 (1966), 313-17 w. fig.
Thebes. Temple of Amenophis III. Finds
ii².451
Names of Asiaties on statue-base of Amenophis III.

Brendel, O. J. in American Journal of Archaeology 71(1967), 408-9, pl. 120 figs. 5-6
801-799-515
Head of male statue, green schist, late Ptolemaic, in Brooklyn NY, Brooklyn Museum of Art, 62.2.

Brendel in American Journal of Archaeology 71 (1967), 408 pl. 120 [7]
Mît Rahîna. Misc. Statues
iii².868
Colossal black diorite head, late Ptolemaic, in Brooklyn Museum, 58.30.

see Kenna in American Journal of Archaeology 72 (1968), 335-6
Abydos. Cemetery SE of E of Garstang.
v.67A

Shaw in American Journal of Archaeology 74 (1970), 25-7 pl. 5 [1-4]
Asyût. Tb. 1. Hépdjêf I.
iv.262A
Ceiling decoration.

see Simpson, W. K. in American Journal of Archaeology 79 (1975), 153
803-019-520
Block with short text in cursive hieroglyphs, dated to ‘year of uniting the Two Lands’, probably Dyn. IV, in Brooklyn NY, Brooklyn Museum of Art, 34.1179.

see Simpson in American Journal of Archaeology 79 (1975), 153 [65]
Saqqâra. Miscellaneous
iii².829
Block of Senbef, Dyn. VI or Middle Kingdom, in Brooklyn Museum, 37.1355E, correction of date.

see Bell in American Journal of Archaeology 79 (1975), 229 with note 11
Senna East (Kumma)
vii.155A
List of graffiti found by Hintze, including those of year 13 of Amenemhet IV and year 8 of Sekhemkarre.

Gesell in *American Journal of Archaeology* 80 (1976), 254 pl. 45 [26]
Saqqâra. Tombs position unknown. Tb. of Irukaptah.

iii2.692
Two offering-stands with granite bowls, in Brooklyn Museum, 37.18E and 37.19E.

Kozloff in *American Journal of Archaeology* 81 (1977), 101-3 fig. 1
Ashmûneîn. Pylon of Rameses II.
iv.168A
Block, heads of 4 foreigners, in Schimmel, N. colln. 117.

Kozloff in *American Journal of Archaeology* 81 (1977), 103 fig. 1
i.2.577A
Left and right sides of Box 21, King slaying Nubians and Syrians, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 61467.

Kozloff in *American Journal of Archaeology* 81 (1977), 103 fig. 1
El-`Amârna. Tomb 4. Meryre I.
iv.216(24)-(26)A
(24)-(26) Horses and grooms, from the two chariots on left.

Long in *American Journal of Archaeology* 82 (1978), 42-3 figs. 3, 4 8
Wooden bow-case with bull-fight and hunting-scenes, etc., Dyn. XVII-XVIII, in British Museum 20648.

see Reed and Osborn in *American Journal of Archaeology* 82 (1978), 273-6 cf. figs. 1, 2 (identifies birds as bustards)
i.2.583A
Fan, 242, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62001.

Reed and Osborn in *American Journal of Archaeology* 82 (1978), 276-80 figs. 4, 8, 9, 11
i.2.580A
Alabaster vâse in form of ibex, 584, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62122.

see Reed and Osborn in *American Journal of Archaeology* 82 (1978), 280 cf. fig. 12 (from Carter)
i.2.585A
Head of ibex from ornamental boat, 578, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62120.

Reed and Osborn in *American Journal of Archaeology* 82 (1978), 280 fig. 13
i.577A
Oryx on side panel of child’s chair (39), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62033.

Reed and Osborn in American Journal of Archaeology 82 (1978), 280 fig. 14
i.578A
Leopard attacking ibex, on one side of box (540), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 61477.

Davis Whitney in American Journal of Archaeology 82 (1978), 388 fig. 1
iv.232A
Stela, Amenophis IV with family, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14145.

Haldane in American Journal of Archaeology 88 (1984), 389 with pl. 54
Dahshûr. Pyramid-complex of Sesostris III. Boat-burials
iii.885A

Deir el-Bahri. Tomb of Priests of Amun.
i.636A
Wooden coffin of Pâseba-khaenopet, Dyn. XXI, in Brooklyn Museum, 08.480.1.

see Osborn in American Journal of Archaeology 89 (1985), 157-9 cf. pl. 31 [1] (from Carter)
Valley of the Kings. Royal tomb 62. Tutankhamun.
i.580A
Alabaster vâse in form of ibex, 584, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62122.

see Osborn in American Journal of Archaeology 89 (1985), 159-61
Valley of the Kings. Royal tomb 62. Tutankhamun.
i.583A
Fan, 242, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62001.

see Cline, E. in American Journal of Archaeology 95 (1991), 326
Greece. Tiryus
vii.403A
Fragmentary statuette of monkey with a small one, cartouche of Amenophis II, faience.

Wolff, S. R. in American Journal of Archaeology 97 (1993), 150 fig. 17
Har Mispe Yamim.
vii.382A
Slate triad, Osiris, Isis and Horus, much damaged.
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

%Meskell, L. in American Journal of Archaeology 103 (1999), 181 fig. 1
Deir el-Medîna. I. Village. Dyn. XVIII to Ramesside Period
i.702A
View from west.

Meskell, L. in American Journal of Archaeology 103 (1999), 186 fig. 4
Omit.()

Meskell, L. in American Journal of Archaeology 103 (1999), 188 fig. 5
Thebes. TT 291, Nu and Nekhtmin. Late Dyn. XVIII
i.2.374A
View of exterior.

Meskell, L. in American Journal of Archaeology 103 (1999), 189 fig. 7
Thebes. TT 219, Nebenmaat. Ramesside. Outer Burial Chamber
i.2.321 (10)
(10) Tympanum, winged Nephtys. Scene below, Anubis with Opening the Mouth Instrument, tending mummy on couch.

Meskell, L. in American Journal of Archaeology 103 (1999), 193 fig. 8
Omit.()

%Brun, J.-P. in American Journal of Archaeology 104 (2000), 278 fig. 1
Detail with two women twisting sack.
Heliopolis. Miscellaneous. Various
iv.64-5A
Lintel with preparation of lilies in Paris, Musée National du Louvre E.11162

American Journal of Archaeology 105 (2001),
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

Riggs, C. in American Journal of Archaeology 106 (2002), 86 fig. 2
Omit.()

%Riggs, C. in American Journal of Archaeology 106 (2002), 86 fig. 3
8
Mummy -cloth with figure of Osiris, Late Ptolemaic or Roman in Oxford, Ashmolean Museum 1913.924

%Riggs, C. in American Journal of Archaeology 106 (2002), 86 fig. 4
vii.298A
Scene, deceased (full faced) holding papyrus-roll with ba above, two offering-bringers and vine
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Riggs, C. in American Journal of Archaeology 106 (2002), 86 fig. 5
Omit. ()
Not inscribed
<<>>

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

%Bartman, E. in American Journal of Archaeology 108 (2004), 80 fig. 1
800-730-165
Head of royal statue wearing blue crown, probably Amenophis II, granodiorite, in Baltimore MD, Walters Art Museum, 22.229. (‘From Luxor’.)

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

%Shaw, I. in American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005), 81 fig. 1
Island of Argo. Tabo. Temple (Destroyed).
vii.180A
Royal statue, Meroitic, bronze, in Khartoum, Sudan National Museum, 24705.

%Shaw, I. in American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005), 82 fig. 2
Sedeinga. West Cemeteries
vii.167A
Jamb with Anubis libating. W 23, found near WT 2, sandstone, Meroitic, in Khartoum, Sudan National Museum, 23060.

%Shaw, I. in American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005), 84 fig. 5
vii.270A
Stela, Queen Amanishakhete with Amesemi, sandstone, Meroitic, in Khartoum, Sudan National Museum, 31338.

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005)[3]
Nothing for Top. Bibl.

-see D’Auria, S. in American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005), 777-82
Omit. ()

%D’Auria, S. in American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005), 778, 780 fig. 1
Valley of the Kings. KV 34, Tuthmosis III. Sarcophagus Chamber H.
i.2.553A
View showing sarcophagus.

%D’Auria, S. in American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005), 779 fig. 2
i.2.138A
Tuthmosis III (n), sphinx, granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42069.

%D’Auria, S. in American Journal of Archaeology 109 (2005), 781 fig. 3
Tanis. Royal tombs. Psusennes I. Sarc. Chamber II.
iv.2.68A
Large pectoral, winged scarab flanked by Isis and Nephthys [506], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE
85785, 85791, 85796.

Nothing for Top. Bibl.

%Teeter, E. in American Journal of Archaeology 110 (2006), 649 fig. 1
Deir el-Bahri. Great Temple. Statues of Hatshepsut. From Second Court.
ii.2.371A
(e) Sphinx, granite, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 31.3.166.

%Teeter, E. in American Journal of Archaeology 110 (2006), 650 fig. 2
ii.2.373A
Seated, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 29.3.2.

%Mari, Z. and Sgalambro, S. in American Journal of Archaeology 111 (2007), 91 fig. 23
Italy. Tivoli. Hadrian’s Villa.
vii.4.117A
Head wearing nemes, left lappet lost, Roman Period, said to come from recent excavations.

%Mari, Z. and Sgalambro, S. in American Journal of Archaeology 111 (2007), 98 fig. 28
Italy. Tivoli. Hadrian’s Villa.
vii.4.117A
Colossal statue of Antinous(?), marble, in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 22795.

%Mari, Z. and Sgalambro, S. in American Journal of Archaeology 111 (2007), 98-9 fig. 29
Italy. Rome. Obelisks. 9. Barberini or Monte Pincio obelisk, Hadrian (late imitation).
vii.4.122A
View.

%Cannata, M. in American Journal of Archaeology 111 (2007), 223-38 figs. 1-7 (fig. 6 from Quibell)
iii².777A
Description, plans and view.

-Fentress, E. in American Journal of Archaeology 111 (2007), fig. 4 on 368
Omit. ()

Nothing for Top. Bild.